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Abstract (en)
[origin: GB2239826A] Two pieces of metal are bonded together at a surface by placing the two pieces into contact at the surface and forging the
two pieces in a die which causes substantial displacement of the metal originally at the surface in a direction parallel to and outwardly from the
edges of the surface and into vents in the face of the die and within the die impressions. The strain and displacement fields are controlled by the
die and vent geometry which is designed to concentrate the strain and displacement along the original bondline. In this way, up to 99.9 %+ of the
defects which are potientially present at the original surface are efficiently displaced with moving metal away from the original contact between the
two pieces of metal into sacrificial ribs that form in the vents and the remaining defects are subjected to significant strain. A portion of the displaced
metal which contains many of the defects and which forms the sacrificial ribs is removed from the resulting bonded workpiece as the sacrificial
ribs are removed from the workpiece. The result is a bond with superior properties and with a bond surface which can be located very precisely
both in orientation and location (e.g., radial distance from the center of a disk). This system is particularly appropriate for forming dual-alloy high-
pressure turbine disks for gas turbines in which an annular peripheral ring of a second superalloy is bonded to a central core of a first superalloy.
The system is particularly effective if, prior to forging, surfaces to be bonded are closely shape-conforming, are very clean, and are diffusion-bonded
using hot isostatic pressing while the surfaces are gas-free. The sacrificial ribs are formed by vents in the impressions of the forging dies. The vents
are adjacent to the outer edges of the bond surface. The system may be accomplished by using one or more strikes in the same dies or same die
geometry, or may include multiple strikes in which only one side of the bond is in proximity to a vent during each strike. Subsequent strikes would
process the bondline resulting from the previous strikes, but with the rib removed. The die impressions would be so shaped that the resulting die
cavity would closely conform to the original workpiece shape, except for the vents, so that metal displacement and strain would be concentrated at
the bondline.
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